EXPERT RANGE
O U T S TA N D I N G Q UA L I T Y

Why choose Darlac’s
Expert Range?
THE DARLAC GUARANTEE:

Darlac’s
Expert Range
epitomises supreme
quality and technical
excellence. Put simply,
these are some of the
finest tools you will
ever use.

Darlac is a third generation family business that has

Every DARLAC garden tool is

focused for almost half a century on producing a

quality at a sensible price. We are

range of high quality horticultural equipment, praised

guarantee against original defect in

by professionals and enthusiasts alike. Specialising

unlikely event that you encounter a

in versatile and lightweight tools for easy gardening,

return the product and, subject to

happy to offer a limited “lifetime”
workmanship or materials. In the
problem covered by the guarantee,
inspection, we will repair or replace

many Darlac products have achieved Best Buy awards
from independent product tests in popular gardening
publications and the national press.
The tools in the Expert Range are precision-engineered
from the highest quality materials, providing gardeners
with the widest possible choice of products to tackle
regular or occasional gardening tasks with ease and
confidence. For safe, effective pruning, lopping and
shearing – from ground level to heights of 5 metres or
more – the Darlac Expert Range puts you in control.

www.darlac.com

thoughtfully designed for maximum

it. This warranty does not affect your
statutory rights.

PRUNERS

DP1030

Precision blade adjustment makes our bypass pruners ideal for fine
pruning. Drop Forged, Anodised aluminium handles are durable and
corrosion resistant. Sap grooves on bypass pruners prevent blades
sticking, while shock absorbers reduce impact, for comfortable,
prolonged use.

Bypass Pruner
Length 21cm. Cut capacity 20mm.

A slim-profile tool, with handles
that mould comfortably to any grip.
The locking catch has two position
options, to suit large or small hands.

20mm
MAX CUT

DP1031

Rotating Handle Pruner

Length 21cm. Cut capacity 20mm.

A Rotating Handle greatly assists
the cutting action, minimising
the level of compression needed,
reducing effort and stress on the
hand, particularly during periods of
prolonged usage.

20mm
MAX CUT

PRUNERS

DP1032

Medium Bypass
Length 19cm. Cut capacity 18mm.

A high-performing pruner
that suits medium or
small hands.

18mm

The locking catch
can be operated left
or right handed.

MAX CUT

The SK5 high carbon tool steel
blades achieve an ideal balance of
toughness and superior edge-holding
ability. Blade, spring, tensioning
pivot and anvil – where appropriate –
are replaceable if necessary.

DP1035
Anvil Pruner

Length 20cm. Cut capacity 20mm

Ergonomic handles for comfort
and a single-hand-operated
locking catch.
Use Anvil pruners for hard
or dead wood.

20mm
MAX CUT

DP1033

Bypass Pruner – Small
Length 17cm. Cut capacity 15mm.

Great for small hands.
Single-hand-operated locking catch.
Designed with the demanding user in mind.

DP1145

Leather Holster
Superbly crafted from hide, stitched and
riveted for strength and durability. Pass
a belt through the slots or clip the
holster onto a waistband.
Suitable for carrying most
types of pruner or
other small tools.

15mm
MAX CUT

PRUNERS

TREE PRUNERS

Spring-loaded slide buttons
and flip down safety friction
clamps hold the extended
poles firmly in place and allow
up to 9 length adjustments.
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DP1560

Extending Pole
Extends from 1.3m to 3.1m in three sections 1.376 Kgs

DP1570

Extending Pole
Extends from 1.9m to 4.9m in three sections 1.931 Kgs

Exceptionally strong and lightweight, the aluminium alloy pole’s profile gives
precise control to the direction of the saw blade or pruner - especially important
when cutting at heights where it may be difficult to see the orientation of the
blade. The oval shape maximises the strength of the pole, keeping flex to an
absolute minimum.
A long hand-grip maintains good control and the double lock on the
socket at the top of the pole ensures the attachments stay secure.

TREE

PRUNERS

DP1563

These tree pruners have coated steel blades for
rust resistance and reduced friction.

With a 4mm steel blade, this Bypass pruner
has an impressive cut capacity.

With the head in place, two pulley clips attach to the
middle and lower sections of the pole, keeping the rope
in line, reducing the chance of tangling and preventing
the puller from swinging away when released. The pulling
toggle is easily adjusted to any point on the rope.

They quickly and easily attach to any Expert Pole,
with three safety locks for ultimate security.

Geared Bypass Tree Pruner

Tackling larger branches, a 300mm traditional
saw blade is included, which attaches to the
pruner head, when required, with one wing nut.

30mm
MAX CUT

The Triple Pulley system reduces the effort
required by a factor of three, meaning only
33% of the usual effort is necessary.
With the gearing system also adding
a significant benefit, this pruner can
cut through branches up to 30mm
in diameter.

DP1583

Geared Anvil Tree Pruner
This pruner has a 5mm steel blade and a
serrated anvil for additional grip when cutting.

Cheaper versions typically lack the
strength, reach and capacity of the Darlac
tree pruners. Thanks to a large blade size
on our pruner and careful engineering,
these Expert range tools can easily tackle
branches up to 50mm thick.

Advanced heavy-duty Rack and Pinion Geared action
offers more power with less exertion. The quad pulley system
reduces the necessary effort by a factor of four, meaning that
only 25% of the normal application is necessary.

50mm
MAX CUT

In addition, the rope applies downward force to the tip of
the lever arm, which in turn moves the blade in an upward
direction through the ratchet. The huge forces in play now will
sever branches up to a remarkable 50mm (2”) with ease.

TREE

PRUNERS

SJK5 high carbon tool steel 1.5mm
thick blade, hardened to HRC54-56 and
Hard Chrome Armoured to create wear
resistance, reduce whip and decrease the
risk of corrosion. Use a simple, light pull
action for the very best performance.

DP1565

‘Razor Edge’ Saw
A 390mm ‘Tri-Edge’ saw with 6.5 teeth per 30mm,
precision-sharpened on three planes for outstanding
performance, and hardened to maximise the life
of the tool. The taper ground blade offers minimal
friction and reduced drag.

200mm
MAX CUT

The upper sickle can be used to cut
vines, or assist in dislodging snagged,
severed branches. The lower sickle
undercuts the branch, avoiding
strip back when the branch
is severed.

DP1566

Handle

Use the saw by hand
on lower branches by
attaching the blade to
the Expert Saw handle.
Lightweight and comfortable
to use, with a double locking
system for safety.

DP1400

Lightweight
Super Pro Shears
At only 900 grams these
beautifully lightweight shears
are perfect for all types of light
hedging, whether shaping
Topiary or simply squaring
up a privet hedge. Extralong handles (75cms overall
length), give easier access to
deep or tall hedges.

8 inch

BLADE

Handles are Drop Forged for strength
and durability and Anodised for wear
and corrosion resistance. Blades are
made from SK5 High Carbon Steel,
which achieves an ideal balance of blade
toughness with superior edge-holding
ability. They are also easy to sharpen,
and replaceable if necessary.

SHEARS

DP1020

DP1210
Drop Forged Shear

Drop Forged Loppers

A superior “work horse” able to tackle the
heavier gardening jobs, with a large notch at the
base of the blade for tackling small branches.

Designed with the professional
or demanding user in mind.
The large blade will cut up to 40mm and has
an extra deep sap groove to reduce friction.

Generous 9-inch blades for faster cutting:
ideal for the professional or
demanding user.

9 inch

Large drop forged blades give lasting
strength and durability, while the
bypass action gives the cleanest cut
possible, which means these loppers
will deal efficiently with most tasks.

40mm

BLADE

MAX CUT

Polished high carbon steel blades
are finished to a superior Rockwell
C52-54 hardness. Aluminium oval
profile handles with comfort grips
provide strength & durability. Drop
forged tools are constructed to the
highest standard, lasting longer and
wearing far better than those made
from pressed or machined steel.

LOPPERS

Darlac Expert Range

Glossary
DROP FORGING

ATTENTION TO DETAIL Each component of an Expert
Range tool is finely crafted to provide the ultimate

A blacksmith beating on a piece of red-hot iron with a hammer

in performance and appearance. Attention to detail

is engaged in the simplest type of forging. Complex shapes

shows in the slotted hexagon bolts and fine tensioning

can be created by hammering metal into a die that constitutes

adjusters for precision adjustment of the cutting

Supreme quality
meets technical
excellence, resulting
in some of
the finest tools
you will ever use.

the shape of the finished product. Modern manufacturers use

alignment, the soft cushion buffers designed to reduce

either a falling hammer or a powered hammer and use dies on

jarring and the incredibly powerful mechanical benefits

both sides of the piece. This is drop forging.

built into our tree loppers. Darlac Expert Range tools
offer lightweight, maximum power and lasting quality, to

The advantage of forging – over casting from molten steel

make the job as easy as possible, every time.

or machine-cutting from a larger piece - is that it improves
the strength of the metal by aligning and stretching the

BLADES Made from SK5 High Carbon Steel to give an

grain structure. A forged part will be stronger than a cast or

ideal balance of blade toughness with superior edge-

machined component.

holding ability, our blades are easy to sharpen and most
are replaceable, if necessary.
ANODISING

Anodising converts an aluminium surface into an extremely durable, corrosion-resistant
HANDLES Pruner handles are made from Drop Forged

aluminium oxide finish. The surface of the aluminium is toughened and hardened to a

Aluminium for the greatest strength possible and are

degree unmatched by any other process or material, resulting in a coating 30 percent

anodised to increase wear resistance.

thicker than the metal it replaces.

ERGONOMICS Our slimmest profile handles make for

The unique anodised finish is the only one in the metals industry that satisfies each of the

extremely comfortable use, even for the smaller hand.

factors that must be considered when selecting a high performance aluminium coating:

DEEP SAP GROOVE The extra deep sap groove
reduces unnecessary friction between blade and
counter blade and prevents sticking. It will also
remove sap and debris after the cut.

Durability Most anodised products have an extremely long life span and offer
significant economic advantages through low maintenance.
Anodising is a reacted finish that is integrated with the

GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY Some of the best tools on

underlying aluminium for total bonding

the market, at some of the best prices.

and unmatched adhesion.

The Complete Expert Range
Regular cleaning and care of all Darlac Expert tools will
prolong use, while our range of replacement parts should
allow you to hand your favourite Darlac pruners (loppers,
shears) on to your gardening successors.

DP1030
Pruner

Max cut 20mm

DP1031

DP1032

DP1033

Super Pro
Rotating Handle

Medium
Bypass Pruner

Small
Bypass Pruner

Max cut 20mm

Max cut 18mm

Max cut 15mm

DP1560

EXPERT

3 metre telescopic pole
From 1.3m – 3.1m

DP1570

EXPERT

5 metre telescopic pole
From 1.9m – 4.9m

DP1035

Anvil Pruner
Max cut 20mm

DP1145

DP1565

Leather
Tool Holster

Razor Tooth
Saw

With belt clip

Max cut 200mm

DP1566

Saw Handle

DP1563

DP1583

DP1400

DP1210

DP1020

Geared Bypass
Tree Pruner with Saw

Geared
Anvil Tree Pruner

Super Pro
Shears

Drop Forged
Shears

Super Pro
Bypass Lopper

Max cut 30mm
Saw cut capacity 120mm

Max cut 50mm

8” Blade

9” Blade

Max cut 40mm

Darlac Limited
Unit E, Deseronto Trading Estate
St. Marys Road
Langley, Berkshire. SL3 7EW
PHONE: (01753) 547790
FAX: (01753) 580524
info@darlac.com
www.darlac.com

